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Project Overview

Speculative activity as co-
design addressing ethical issues



Using a Participatory Design Lens:

Address timely ethical issues in 
AI & machine learning

Collective meaning making as a
contribution to scholarship

Students position themselves as
scholars in their work/projects
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A speculative approach does more than just identify and critique
inequalities, but invites in collective imagining and action

 (Garcia et al., 2020).

Universities are ripe for change and there needs to be a reimagining of
their future forms as "feasible utopias" as well as critiques of current

practices to unsettle the present (Staley, 2022).



Project-Based Learning

Student as Colleague Model
Center the partnership and collaboration

Ownership and Choice
Choice of projects, participation, and perspectives
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Self Transformation in Developing Games Teaching Data Science Ethics
Mimi Byun, Shivank Mistry, Bernease Herman, Ploypilin Pruekcharoen, and Lo Cianflone

In the process of video game development, designers utilize game mechanics as a means
of knowledge dissemination in serious games. They choose the consequences and reward
certain choices that the players make, and through ordered scenarios, there is an
embedded philosophy that players are confronted with. By engaging with continuous
feedback and repetition, players build mental models for knowledge encoding. This creates
a deeper learning experience than just persuasion, which Bogost already established
occurs in gameplay and beyond motivation that results from the immersive nature of video
games. We propose that the model of self-transformation that occurs within game
designers of educational games emulates the idealized self-transformation that occurs in
the players throughout the course of gameplay. While there has been literature about self-
transformation that occurs within game players, there has been few studiesthat addresses
this process in game developers. In our project, titled Diversifying Human-Centered Data
Science through the Research and Design of Ethical Games, students worked in groups to
develop a video game that addresses an ethical issue in data science. Working together in
the context of a directed research group with researchers, instructors, and students, this
paper explores the context of developing a video game for social instruction and influence
using the human-centered design process. It pushes back on the trope of game developers
as deity-like in their vision and creation, as we focus on assessing inner transformation in
game development. Our approach borrows from participatory design research as we aim
to look at the ethical implications of positioning the designer and player, the researcher
and the researched, and how to further design research in this field from a human-
centered perspective.
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